When blood, or a suspension of red cells in an isotonic solution of sodium chloride, is made to flow through a capillary tube, the optical transmittance of the layers near the wall of the tube increases as the rate of flow increases (Taylor, 1955; Bayliss, 1952 Bayliss, , 1959 ). It has not been definitely established whether this effect results from a movement of the red cells towards the axis of the tube, or from an orientation of the cells and a reduction in the loss of light by scattering. Taylor (1955) used suspensions of human red cells in an isotonic saline solution and observed the capillaty tube at about 1000 radii from the entry end: Bayliss (1959) used dog's defibrinated blood observed at about 200 radii from the entry end of the tube and obtained increases in transmittance which were smaller and more variable than those observed by Taylor. Further measurements have been made, therefore, in order to discover: (a) whether the optical transmittance of rapidly flowing blood varies with distance, along the tube; (b) whether the change in transmittance with rate of flow depends on the nature of the suspending fluids, serum, plasma or isotonic saline solution; and (c) in order to eliminate possible effects due to orientation of the cells, whether the change in transmittance with rate of flow occurs when the red cells have become spherical. In addition, improvements in technique have made it possible to measure, approximately, the width of the marginal regions in which the optical transmittance is unexpectedly large, and to compare these estimates with values of the 'marginal slippage sheath' deduced from measurements of viscosity.
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L. E. BA YLISS condenser and the objective. The magnified image of the capillary tube was photographed on Ilford Soft Ordinary (N. 25) plates, and the optical density of the emulsion measured, at intervals of 0-5 or 1 mm, by means of a simple photo-electric densitometer, the plate being illuminated through a slit 0-4 mm wide.
The capillary tube was drawn from a larger tube and a suitable length, sensibly uniform in diameter, selected. It was attached, by means of dental wax, at each end to a glass tube drawn down at the end to fit snugly over the capillary tube; the whole assembly being mounted horizontally on the stage of the microscope. The two larger tubes acted as a pair of symmetrical reservoirs, one of which lay over a centimetre scale and could be viewed with a low-power microscope provided with an eye-piece scale.
Mercury Water manometer manometer Viscometer Leak Resistance Air pump Fig. 1 . Diagram showing arrangement of viscometer (fixed to microscope stage) and supply of variable air pressure to either end. C, capillary tube; R1 and R2, symmetrical reservoirs. The connexions between R1 and R2 and the pair of two-way valves could be detached at X1 and X2 for filling and emptying the viscometer and attached, alternatively, to a viscometer of large dimensions.
The blood, or other fluid, was driven to and fro through the capillary tube by the system shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1 . Air pressure was applied to either reservoir tube by means of a pair of two-way valves, the other being open to the atmosphere. The air pressure was derived from a reservoir connected to an air pump and adjusted by a spring-loaded ball-valve, controlled by a fine adjustment screw, which acted as a leak: the pressure was measured on a mercury manometer or a calibrated Bourdon gauge. There is also connected to this reservoir a pressure divider consisting of a fine adjustment valve, intended for use with model steam engines, and a capillary glass tube open to the atmosphere: the pressure developed across this capillary tube was measured on a water manometer, the lower 10 cm of which was inclined at 300 to the horizontal, thus doubling the sensitivity. A two-way tap allowed either the higher pressure system or the lower pressure system to be connected to the two-way valves. Any desired pressure between 2 cm water and 2 atmospheres could be used and measured with adequate precision.
Photographs were taken, and optical densities measured, in two conditions of flow only: 'slow' with an applied pressure gradient such that the mean shearing stress (T) was about Geometrical optics In the previous paper (Bayliss, 1959) there was some uncertainty as to the precise position on the photographic plate of the boundary between the wall and lumen of the tube. Measurements of optical transmittance made in regions less than 5,u from the wall of the tube were not considered reliable. More detailed studies of the geometrical optics of the system have therefore been made, so that the transmittance measurements could be interpreted with greater confidence. Paths taken by rays of light within the lumen and the wall of the capillary tube. A (above). Rays entering the microscope objective parallel to the optic axis. Below the interrupted line: tube immersed in oil; a ray which passes through P, just within the lumen, appears to pass through Q. Above the interrupted line: tube immersed in water; a ray which passes through P appears to pass through R or S according as P is just within the lumen or just outside it. The centre of the tube is at 0. B (below). Tube immersed in water. Enlarged view of lumen and glass wall showing the paths within the lumen of central (B1, B1') and peripheral rays (B2, B2' and B., Bs') which are just accepted by a water-immersion objective with N.A. 0-2.
Consider, first, a glass tube of circular cross-section containing serum, plasma, a salt solution or other fluid, immersed in oil of the same refractive index as the glass. ( Fig. 2A , below the interrupted line). The line OS represents a diameter of the tube in cross-section, perpendicular to the optic axis of the microscope. A ray of light PAL passes through this diameter at a point P, just within the lumen of the tube. After refraction at the fluid-glass interface, it lies on the optic axis of the microscope and will appear to pass through the tube diameter at a point Q: the position of Q depending on the refractive indices of the glass and of the fluid within 1-2 3 the tube. If, however, the point P were to lie just outside the lumen, the light would undergo no refraction before entering the microscope. The outer boundary of the lumen will thus appear to be at the point Q, while the inner boundary of the wall will appear to be at the point P, and no light will appear to come from the region between these points; the radius of the lumen of the tube will appear to be about 0-85 times the true radius, if the tube contains plasma or serum. (This figure, and those given in the following paragraphs, were calculated by the method described in the Appendix, and were confirmed by direct observation.) This distortion introduced by refraction at the fluid-glass interface can be reduced by immersing the tube in water and using a water-immersion objective ( Fig. 2A above the interrupted line), as indicated by the ray PBCM, which appears to pass through the tube diameter at point R. The inner boundary of the glass wall will now appear to be at S (ray PDN) and the dark zone will be moved from QP to RS. The tube used had outside radii which were approximately twice the radii of the lumen and in these circumstances the apparent radius of the lumen was 098 times the true radius.
The distortion of scale near the wall of the tube however, is not necessarily of great significance. What is more important is that the rays of light have a very much greater path-length within the lumen of the tube than would be expected if there were no refraction at the fluid-glass interface. Ideally, the path-length at a point distant r from the axis of the tube should be given by 2J(a2-r2), where a is the radius of the tube, and should approach zero as the point observed approaches the boundary of the lumen: the true path-length is given by 2 a cos fi, f8 being the angle made by the ray considered to the normal at the fluid-glass interface (Fig. 2B) ; it approaches a minimum value of 055a when the tube is immersed in oil, and 045a when the tube is immersed in water. If the tube contains a fluid which absorbs light, the apparent optical density of the lumen will not tend to zero as the wall is approached, but to some finite value.
It has been assumed so far that the only rays which enter the microscope objective are parallel with the optic axis. This, of course, is not true and the objective will accept a cone of light with a semi-angle determined by its numerical aperture. Figure 2B shows the central and most peripheral rays, derived from a point P on the diameter of the capillary tube, which, after refraction at the glass-water interface (the tube being in water) will be accepted by a water-immersion lens with N.A. 02. The presence of rays inclined to the optic axis has three effects: (i) the path-lengths of the peripheral rays within the lumen are greater than that of the central ray; (ii) the three rays shown in Fig. 2B , and the corresponding rays in the plane perpendicular to the paper, will not all meet at the same point on 4 BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES the image plane of the microscope, owing to the aberration introduced by the cylindrical surface; (iii) as the point P approaches the lumen-wall interface, the outwardly directed rays (uppermost in Fig. 2B ) will be cut off first, then the central ray and finally the inwardly directed rays. From (i) and (ii) it can be seen that the intensity of the light reaching any given point in the image of the capillary tube is not that of the light passing through any single point on the diameter of the tube: the imperfection of focus due to aberration, and the difference in path-length, will become greater as the numerical aperture of the objective is increased. From (iii) it can be seen that the image of the lumen-wall boundary will not be sharp, but that the intensity of the light reaching the image plane will fall gradually over a distance which increases with increase in the N.A. of the objective; the position ofthe boundary will not be sharply defined. Calculation shows that for points close to the wall of the tube, the ratio of the longest path-length to the shortest is 1-6 if the objective has N.A. 0-65 (as used previously), and 1-17 if the N.A. is reduced to 0-2; and that the distance over which the lumen-wall boundary is diffuse is 0-085a (N.A. 0.65) and 0-045a (N.A. 0 2), respectively, where a is the radius of the tube. When the objective used has a small aperture it is possible to estimate, with adequate precision, the apparent position of the lumen-wall boundary on the photographic plate, and the average path-length within the lumen of the tube of all the rays which reach any given small region of the plate. The methods used are given in the Appendix.
The path-length within the lumen of the tube of a ray which appears to pass through a point at any given distance from the axis of the tube-i.e. at any given value of r' as defined in the Appendix-depends on the refractive index of the fluid within the tube. The apparent radius of the tube, a', also depends on this refractive index. But if the position of the point is defined in terms of the distance d between its apparent position on the horizontal diameter of the tube and the apparent position of the lumenwall boundary-i.e. if we replace r' by (a'-d)-the path-length is sensibly the same whether the tube contains, for example, water or haemolysed blood.
Increase in optical transmittance with increase in shearing stress Observations at different distancesfrom the entry end of the tube. A capillary tube 78/u radius and 12*8 cm long was viewed 1 cm from one end-i.e. at 130 radii or at 1500 radii from the entry end according to the direction in which the blood was made to flow. In five experiments, four on dog's defibrinated blood and one on human red cells in isotonic salt solution, there was a significant increase in optical transmittance near the wall of the tube when the flow was increased from 'slow' to 'fast'. In none of these was there any detectable effect of reversing the direction of flow. It thus appears that any optical effects produced by axial movement or orientation of the red cells reach a steady state within a short distance from the entry end of the tube.
Observation with different suspending fluids. Measurements of optical transmittance were made on suspensions of red cells from five samples of blood on the same day: (a) in plasma (or serum), and (b) in isotonic salt solution. In four of these (three from human blood, one from dog's blood) the increase in transmittance near the wall of the tube with increase in rate of flow was larger when the cells were suspended in isotonic salt solution than when they were suspended in plasma. Fig. 3D shows the largest difference observed. In this experiment it is possible that when the cells were in plasma the increase in transmittance near the wall of the tube was obscured by the more general decrease in transmittance throughout the part of the tube observed. This did not occur in the other three experiments. The suspensions of cells from the remaining sample of blood (dog's blood stored for 8 days) showed only the decrease in transmittance with increase in rate of flow ( Fig. 3C ).
Observations on suspensions of disk-shaped and spherical red cells. As Ponder (1936) has pointed out red blood cells, when treated with lecithin, become spherical in shape. The amount of lecithin needed per cell decreases as the concentration of plasma proteins in the suspending fluid is decreased, since the plasma albumin acts as an 'anti-sphering factor' (Furchgott & Ponder, 1940) . Lecithin, however, in sufficiently large concentrations causes the cells to haemolyse (particularly if the preparation used is not highly purified), and it is preferable, therefore, to use suspensions of red cells in isotonic salt solutions rather than whole blood. But if the plasma proteins are almost completely removed by washing the cells repeatedly in isotonic salt solutions, the cells are apt to become spherical spontaneously when they come within some 5,# of a glass surface, on which the remaining traces of the 'anti-sphering factor' are adsorbed. It was essential that the cells close to the wall of the capillary tube should not become spherical in the absence of lecithin, and the following procedure was used. Suspensions of disk-shaped cells were obtained by centrifuging the blood and replacing about 9/10 of the plasma by an isotonic salt solution containing 9*5 g NaCl, and 10 m-mole KH2PO4, in 1000 ml., brought to pH 7.4 by the addition of 0-1 M HCI. Suspensions of spherical cells were obtained by removing the plasma as completely as possible, replacing it by isotonic salt solution, re-centrifuging and replacing the salt solution by a lecithin sol containing 300 ,ug per ml. This sol was prepared as described by Ponder (1942) . A suitable quantity of lecithin dissolved in ethanol was added drop by drop to boiling isotonic salt solution.
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The ethanol was driven off by boiling and the volume of the solution made up to its original value with distilled water. In this concentration, the preparation of lecithin used ('Lecithin, egg, 95-100 % ' from British Drug Houses Ltd.) produced no detectable haemolysis even after several hours. The volumes of isotonic salt solution or lecithin sol finally added were adjusted so that the cell concentrations of the two suspensions were as nearly equal as possible, with a value of 0-30 to 0-35. The suspensions so prepared were diluted approximately 100-fold with isotonic salt solution. On gently swirling the diluted suspensions a characteristic silken sheen appeared if the cells were disks, but not if they were spheres. The cells were also observed under a microscope in a layer 100-200, deep between slide and cover-slip; if disk-shaped when in suspension, the cells usually became crenated, and eventually spherical, when allowed to settle on the slide; this could be prevented by adding about 1 part of plasma to 10 parts of the diluted suspension.
In the course of these observations, it was noticed that in human blood (mixed with standard acid citrate-dextrose solution) stored for a month or more in the refrigerator in unopened bottles, the cells were spherical, even when the blood was diluted with plasma. In dog's blood, also, defibrinated or citrated, the cells became spherical on storage in the refrigerator for a week or more.
Two capillary tubes were used, the first having a radius of 78,u and the second a radius of 39/,t. The changes in density of the photographic emulsion accompanying an increase in the rate of flow of the suspension from 'slow' to 'fast' are plotted in Fig. 3 ; increase in density (plotted downwards) corresponds to an increase in transmittance of the suspension.
(Changes in density of less than + 0-02 are not regarded as significant.)
The results may be summarized as follows. (a) Dog's blood. Increasing the rate of flow of a suspension of diskshaped red cells from a sample of defibrinated blood 20 hr old was accompanied by a marked increase in transmittance near the wall of the tube: there was no such increase in transmittance when the cells had been made spherical by the action of lecithin ( Fig. 3A ). After storing the blood for 15 days, when the cells had become spherical spontaneously, the suspension again showed no increase in transmittance with increase in rate of flow, but instead, a small decrease. When cells from a sample of citrated blood, 24 hr old, were used, there was again no increase in transmittance near the wall in suspensions of cells made spherical by lecithin; but from the observed changes in density, it might possibly have been present, but overlaid by a more general decrease in transmittance. After the blood had been stored for 8 days, suspensions of the cells (observed to be spherical) showed a substantially greater decrease in transmittance with increase in rate of flow ( Fig. 3C ).
Suspensions of red cells from three other samples ofdog's blood (citrated), the shape of which was not definitely established, all showed the increase in transmittance near the wall of the tube when the blood was less than 24 hr old. After storing for 7 and 8 days, 11 days, and 8 days, respectively, the cell suspensions showed no increase in transmittance with increase in rate of flow; in only the last was there a decrease sufficient to have masked a possibly significant increase.
(b) Human blood. In one sample (freshly drawn, heparinized) there was a marked increase in transmittance with increase in rate of flow which was slightly greater when the cells were spherical (in lecithin sol) than when they were disk-shaped (in isotonic salt solution with a little plasma), as shown in Fig. 3B . On storing the blood for 3 days, the changes in transmittance were smaller, but sensibly identical whether the cells were disks or spheres. In addition eight samples of human blood (with acid citratedextrose solution) were used after storing for periods of between 2 weeks and 2 months. In two of these (2 weeks and 2 months old) the cells were ob-L. E. BA YLISS 8 BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES served to be spherical. The increase in transmittance near the wall of the tube was definite or very marked in all samples 4 weeks old or less, but was absent in those 2 months old. The observations on cell suspensions from the sample 2 weeks old are plotted in Fig. 3D .
The width of the marginal sheath Estimation from measurements of viscosity
The pressure-flow relations of the red cell suspensions used for observations on optical transmittance were measured in two tubes of different radii. The width of the equivalent cell-free slippage sheath at any given value of the applied shearing stress was then calculated from the ratio of viscosities in the two tubes, by a slight modification of the procedure described by Thomas (1962) .
The viscometers. The larger tube had a radius of 481 ,u and was 48-2 cm long. It could be attached either (a) to a pair of 4 ml. pipettes (with tips removed) on one of which an additional fiducial mark was engraved, the volume contained between the marks being 4 39 ml.; or (b) to the two parts of a 1 ml. graduated pipette which had been cut in half and the tip removed, volumes of 0*50 or 0 10 ml. being used for timing the flow. The capillary tube was bent round on a radius of 3 cm so that the two reservoir tubes lay alongside one another horizontally, and the whole viscometer was immersed in a water bath at room temperature (between 17 and 220 C on different occasions).
The smaller tube had a radius of 39-2 ,u and was 3 95 cm long. It was attached to reservoir tubes 0*26 mm radius. The flow was timed over a length of 1-5 cm of one of these tubes (volume 3fl17 #1.), over 100 divisions of the eye-piece micrometer (volume 0 405 ,ld.) or such smaller number of divisions as was necessary to keep the time of flow to less than 100 sec. This viscometer was mounted on the microscope stage, for observations on optical transmittance, and was not placed in a water-bath. The reservoir tubes were clamped tightly between aluminium plates, fastened to the microscope stage and a thermocouple was attached to one of the plates close to the reservoir tube: this gave a sufficiently accurate measure of the temperature of the fluid in the viscometer. All the observed times of flow, in both viscometers, were corrected to a standard temperature of 20*4°C (at which the absolute viscosity of water is 1 00 cP), the temperature coefficient of the viscosity of the red cell suspensions being assumed to be the same as that of water (about 2 % per degree).
Ideally, the viscometers should have been made to rotate slowly about their axes, so as to prevent the red cells from settling during the measurements. This was not done; but measurements at small pressures, observing the flow of only a small part of the suspension in the reservoir tubes, were alternated with measurements at large pressures, when the whole of the suspension was transferred from one reservoir to the other. There was no indication that the cells settled to any significant extent during the measurements.
Calibration. It is obviously essential that there should be no systematic discrepancy between the measurements made with the two viscometers. Owing to the large range of pressures applied to the red cell suspensions, and rates of flow produced, this could not be adequately checked by calibration with distilled water only: solutions of glucose with relative viscosities between 2-2 and 6-5 (approximately 20% to 40%, wt./vol.) were therefore used in addition. These measurements showed, also, that the kinetic energy correction was negligible even at the greatest velocities produced in the red cell suspensions.
When using very small pressures to drive the fluid through the viscometer serious errors may result from differences in level of the fluid in the two reservoirs and differences in surface tension at the two menisci. Both these sources of error were reduced as far as possible by the design of the instruments: and constant residual forces tending to drive the fluid in one way or the other were detected, and eliminated, by applying the pressure alternately to the opposite ends of the viscometer and timing the flow in both directions. One quite serious source of error, however, was not eliminated by this process. However carefully the reservoir tubes in the small viscometer were cleaned, the menisci became distorted as soon as they began to move, the leading one becoming flattened and the trailing one more curved: this introduced a force, opposing that due to the applied pressure, which increased with increase in the rate of flow and reversed when the applied pressure was reversed. It could be eliminated by adding to the water, or glucose solution, used for calibration 1 part in 1000 of the commercial detergent preparation Teepol. This was not added to the suspensions of red cells owing to the possibility of haemolysis; but only about 9/10 of the plasma was replaced by isotonic salt solution and the remaining 1/10 reduced the surface tension sufficiently to prevent the error from becoming intolerable. The magnitude of the equivalent opposing pressure was estimated by measuring the pressure-flow relation of the suspending solution (a) when the applied pressure was very large compared with the opposing pressure, and (b) over a range of small applied pressures down to about 2 cm H20. It was assumed that the pressure opposing the flow of the cell suspension at any given rate of flow was the same as that opposing the flow of the suspending solution at the same rate of flow; this could be estimated, since the viscosity of the suspending solution was independent of the applied pressure. In some experiments the opposing 10 L. E. BA YLISS BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES pressure reached a maximum value of 1'2-1*5 cm H20, but did so at a rate of flow which was produced in the cell suspension by an applied pressure of 10-15 cm H20: it turned out, in fact, that when the flow was less than that at which the opposing pressure reached its maximum value, the net pressure driving the cell suspension through the capillary tube was 10% smaller than the actual pressure applied.
The calibration showed that viscosities could be measured, in each of the viscometers, to about + 1 %, in conditions of 'fast' flow, and to about ± 3 % in conditions of 'slow' flow. Calculation showed that this corresponds to an uncertainty of about + 0. 1 ,t in the estimate of the width of the equivalent cell-free slippage zone, in both conditions. In the most reliable experiments, the calculated value of this width (z) did not change appreciably as the shearing stress was reduced from about 4 dyn/cm2 to about 1 dyn/cm2: it is unlikely, in any case, that it would change erratically, and if it appeared to do so, it was concluded that the effect produced by distortion of the menisci had not been adequately eliminated. This occurred in five experiments, and in these, the calculated value of z may be in error by about + 03 3,.
Results. Measurements were made on cell suspensions from three samples of human blood and from three samples of dog's blood. The human blood had been mixed with the standard acid-citrate-dextrose solution in the ratio 420:120, and stored in the refrigerator for 3-5 weeks. The dog's blood was made incoagulable and preserved by mixing with an acid boratecitrate-dextrose solution in the ratio 420:120 (boric acid, 3.75%; Na3 citrate, 1-67 %; dextrose, 2 %): each sample was used 24 hr or less after being drawn and again after storing for 8-11 days. The results are given in detail in Table 1 ; but it may be noted here that in every set of measurements increasing the rate of flow from 'slow' to 'fast' was accompanied by an increase in the width of the slippage zone, on the average, from 0 9,c (range 0-5-1 3/,t) to 2O0/t (range 1S-2.7/t). The cell suspensions from stored dog's blood did not behave differently from those from fresh dog's blood, in spite of the fact that no change in optical transmittance close to the wall could be detected.
Estimation from measurements of optical density
Suppose that two photographs are taken of the capillary tube: (a) when it is filled with some fluid which absorbs light; and (b) when it is filled with water or some other 'control' fluid. Consider, on each of these photographs, a point distant d from the apparent position of the boundary between lumen and wall of the tube: then if D and Do are the optical densities of the emulsion at these points, we have AD = D-Do = y log1o (VIJO) where I is the intensity of the light entering the microscope objective after passing through the absorbing fluid, Io is the intensity after passing through the 'control' fluid, and y is the slope of the 'characteristic' of the emulsion. The quantity AD will be referred to, for brevity, as the 'apparent density' of the fluid in the capillary tube at any given distance from the lumen-wall boundary. It will be greater than the true density by the factor y; this will not necessarily be the same in every experiment owing to slight differences in development of the plates, for example.
Provided that the fluid within the capillary tube obeys Lambert's law, the 'apparent density' should be directly proportional to the mean pathlength within the tube, as calculated from the geometrical optics of the system (Appendix). This will be so, however, only if rather exacting conditions are satisfied. (a) Not only must the duration of exposure be the same for each of the two photographs, but it must be adjusted so that both D and D. lie on the linear part of the 'characteristic' of the emulsion; since these differ by up to 1.0, the adjustment is more critical than it is when the densities of a cell suspension at different rates of flow are being compared. (b) The intensity and alignment of the light reaching the capillary tube from the substage condenser must remain unchanged, not merely while two photographs are taken in succession of the same cell suspension, but in spite of the manipulations and delays inherent in the process of removing one fluid and inserting another.
The lamp, a 6 V, 24 W automobile head-lamp bulb, was supplied from an accumulator 'floating' across a mains-driven rectifier supplying the same amount of current as that taken by the lamp; the leads were soldered to the lamp base and a voltmeter was connected across the lamp terminals. The 'characteristic' of the emulsion was measured by inserting an optical cell, 1 cm deep, in the path of the light entering the substage condenser and taking a series of photographs with the cell filled with various dilutions of Indian ink, the capillary having been removed. (That the Indian ink obeyed Beer's law was checked on a Spekker absorptiometer.) The capillary and reservoir tubes were mounted as rigidly as possible on the microscope stage. The reservoir tubes were connected to the air-pressure system (Fig. 1 ) by flexible tubes: when filling or emptying, the joints at the ends remote from the reservoir tubes were detached. The correct quantity of fluid was transferred from a micropipette to one of the reservoir tubes, to which it was attached, by gentle suction applied to the other reservoir tube.
Preliminary measurements. (a) The validity of Lambert's law was tested by photographing four capillary tubes, with radii 14, 27, 38 and 46-5/%, respectively, filled with a suspension of red cells in isotonic salt solution: three of the tubes were photographed, also, when filled with the L. E. BA YLISS 12 BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES salt solution. The tubes were adjusted so that the field of view included the central region, of maximum thickness, and were subsequently rotated through 900, immersed in cedar-wood oil and the diameters measured with an ocular micrometer. The actual path-length within the suspension will be given by 2 (az), where a is the radius of the tube and z is the width of the equivalent marginal sheath. This last is not known, except approximately; but the reduction in actual path-length is partly compensated by the corresponding increase in cell concentration in the core. Calculation showed that if 0 < z < 3,t, the 'effective' path-length is within + 1F5, of the measured diameter of the tube. The results are plotted in Fig. 4 and it appears that, in these conditions at least, Lambert's law is obeyed, within the limits of experimental error, over the range of small path-lengths concerned. the suspending solution (zero path-length). For the upper line, the 'blank' and the two smaller tubes were given a shorter exposure than that given for the central line; and for the lower line, the four tubes filled with cell suspension were given a longer exposure.
(b) It is important that the 'control' fluid used to obtain Do should have the same refractive index as the absorbing (or scattering) fluid used to obtain D. As pointed out in the earlier paper (Bayliss, 1959) a ray of light from the substage condenser will not enter the fluid in the lumen of the tube from the glass wall unless it is inclined to the normal at the boundary at an angle less than the critical angle for total internal reflexion.
As the refractive index of the fluid increases towards that of the glass, the critical angle becomes greater, and a greater fraction of the rays from the substage condenser will be sufficiently inclined towards the optic axis of the microscope to enter the lumen of the tube. Thus when the distance d of the point observed from the apparent position of the wall is small (a few millimetres on the photographic plate) the intensity of the illumination will increase with increase of the refractive index of the fluid within the tube. This effect was observed when haemolysed cell suspensions were used: when Do was obtained from photographs when the tube contained water, the 'apparent density' of the haemoglobin solution close to the wall of the tube was smaller than would be expected from the calculated path-length. This discrepancy vanished, and the apparent 'density' became proportional to the path-length, when Do was obtained from a photograph of a sucrose solution with approximately the same refractive index as the haemoglobin solution: the discrepancy was reversed when the sucrose solution had a refractive index greater than that of the haemoglobin solution. When a suspension of red cells is used, it is assumed that the number of cells closely attached to the glass wall at any moment is insufficient to affect the critical angle appreciably; this point will be referred to again in the Discussion.
(c) As a test of the whole procedure, the capillary tube (radius 781u) was photographed when filled with a suspension of Indian ink, and again when filled with water. The values of the 'apparent optical density' obtained in one of the two experiments performed are plotted against the calculated path-length in Fig. 5 . (In Figs. 5-7 the lowest points plotted show the apparent optical density and path-length when the rays of light passed through the apparent position of the wall of the tube: subsequent points are at intervals of 1 2,u inwards from the wall up to the seventh point, and then at intervals of 2.4/z).
Measurements on red-cell 8uspersion8. In no experiment was the apparent optical density of a red-cell suspension found to be proportional to the calculated path-length within the tube. The results of two such experiments are plotted in Fig. 5 . The reduction in optical density per unit pathlength when the suspension is viewed close to the wall of the tube is, of course, to be expected if there is a marginal sheath relatively deficient in red cells. By trial and error, one should be able to find a value of z, the width of a cell-free sheath which is optically equivalent to the actual sheath, such that the apparent optical density of the suspension is directly proportional to the calculated path-length within the core of red cells (b.0 as defined on p. 24), over the whole region of the tube investigated.
The method used is shown in Fig. 6 . For 'slow' flows, the apparent optical density (AD) has been plotted against the average path-length 14 L. E. BA YLISS BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES within the core on the assumption that zs = 0 (in the centre) and that zs = 1.0ku and z; = 2.0,u (on the left): the most probable value of z8 was found to lie between 1 0 and 15#t and was estimated to be 1*34t. (Points corresponding to zs = 1-5, are not plotted in Fig. 6 in order to avoid confusion.) Similarly, for 'fast' flows, the observed values of AD, plotted against boo with ZF = 0 (in the centre), lie rather more closely about a straight line when ZF = 2-0/t than they do when ZF = 3*0,t (on the right) and the actual value of ZF was estimated to be 2-24t. The straight line about which the observed points should be more or less evenly distributed will not necessarily pass precisely through the origin. If the exposure, or development, of the photograph of the suspending solution differed from that of the photograph of the cell suspension, the apparent optical density at zero path-length will have a finite value, positive or negative. In Fig. 6, for example, a rather better fit is obtained if the lines are made to pass through + 0-05 at zero path-length. This, however, makes a negligible difference to the estimates of the values of zs and ZF, which in any case have an uncertainty of at least + 10%.
In one-third of the experiments on human cells, and in one half of those on dog's cells, estimation of the most probable value of z was made diffi-cult and uncertain, since it was not possible to make the plotted points lie even approximately about a straight line, whatever value of z was chosen. The results of one such experiment are plotted in Fig. 7 . This apparent failure of Lambert's law is similar to that observed by Wever (1954) when using much longer path-lengths (300-1500t) . No correlation could be discovered between the appearance of this effect and variations in experimental procedure or the nature of the cell suspension used: its appearance predominantly in suspensions of dog's disk-shaped cells when the 39,t tube was used (Table 1) without allowance for a marginal cell-free sheath. On the left: 'slow' flow with marginal sheath assumed to be 1l0 and 2-0/u wide, respectively. Value of z8 estimated to be 1-3g. On the right: 'fast' flow with marginal sheaths assumed to be 2-0 and 3 0u wide, respectively. Value of ZF estimated to be 2 2/.z An attempt was made to analyse the results obtained in one experiment (No. 4a in Table 1 ) on the assumption that the core of cell suspension had an outer zone, with a width w, which had an optical density per unit pathlength h times that of the rest of the core: immediately outside this zone was the cell-free marginal sheath with a width z and zero optical density. Even with so many arbitrary variables, it was impossible to derive values of the total optical density which were consistent with the observed values over the whole range of path-lengths: it appeared that the value of h rose gradually towards the outer edge of the core. Since it was not possible to assign definite values to h and w, it was not possible, either, to evaluate z.
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L. E. BA YLISS BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES Estimates, however, subject to considerable uncertainty, were made in all the experiments in which this effect appeared, by using only the two or three values of density measured at points within about 4,t from the wall (as indicated in Fig. 7 ) and neglecting possible variations in h within this region. The width of the marginal sheath was estimated on suspensions of red cells from three samples of human blood and two samples of dog's blood (cells disk-shaped and spherical) in the 78/t tube, and from three samples of human blood and three samples of dog's blood in the 39,4t tube. When the 78,t tube was in use the apparatus and general procedure were still being developed, and the results are less reliable than those obtained when the 394tt tube was used. A few measurements were made, also, on suspensions of dog's red cells flowing slowly in a tube 14,t radius. The average values of all the measurements made, on all kinds of suspension, were:
In 78/t tube (13 measurements) ZF = 3-2, (2.2 to 4.0), zs= 2-6pu (1-0 to 4-0).
In 39,u tube (10 measurements) ZF = 1-6/t (0-7 to 2.2), zs = 1-31s (0-7 to 2-0).
In 144tt tube (6 measurements) zs = 1-51t (1.2 to 2-0).
The average value of the difference between ZF and zs in suspensions of human cells (disks and spheres) and of dog's disk-shaped cells was 0-8,z in the 78,u tube (eight measurements, 0 to 3 0), and was 0-5/ in the 39 It tube (six measurements, 0-2 to 0.9). The average value of (zF-ZS) in suspensions of dog's spherical cells did not differ appreciably from zero in either tube (nine measurements, 0 to 0 2).
The individual values obtained in the 394,z tube, in which the width of the marginal sheath was estimated both optically and from viscosity measurements, are given in Table 1 . t Uncertain owing to zone of high optical density.
DISCUSSION
Increase in optical transmittance close to the wall of the tube with increase in rate of flow. This phenomenon is shown by suspensions of human red cells, whether disk-shaped or spherical, and by suspensions of dog's red cells when disk-shaped; it is not shown by suspensions of dog's cells when they have become spherical. Since both human and dog's cells become spherical when the blood is stored in the refrigerator for several days, this accounts for the fact that Taylor (1955) , using human cells, found that storing the blood for up to eight days did not affect his results; whereas Bayliss (1959) , using dog's cells, observed the marginal increase in transmittance more frequently when the blood was fresh (in eleven experiments out of thirteen) than when it had been stored for one to three days (in three experiments out of eight).
The increase in transmittance appears to be greater when the cells are suspended in isotonic salt solutions (as used by Taylor, 1955) than when they are suspended in plasma or serum (as used by Bayliss, 1959) : but in either solution, it is greater, and extends over a wider region of the tube, when human cells are used than when dog's cells are used. This probably accounts for the fact that Taylor observed larger changes in optical transmittance than did Bayliss. In some experiments, increasing the rate of flow was accompanied by a significant increase in the 'apparent optical density' of the red cell 18
L. E. BA YLISS BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES suspension some 5-20, from the wall of the tube (Fig. 4 and Fig. 3C , for example): if this indicated a general decrease in transmittance of the suspension, it might have masked any local increase that occurred close to the wall. The general increase in optical density with increase in rate of flow was more marked when some samples of red cells were suspended in plasma than when they were suspended in isotonic salt solution (Fig. 3D ), but not in others (Fig. 3C) : and with some samples, again, it was greater when the blood had been stored for some weeks. This might account for the failure to detect any increase in transmittance in the marginal layers of some of the suspensions of spherical cells, but not in most of them. The estimates of the actual values of ZF and zs should take this effect, if present, into account. In one of the three samples of human red cells (spherical) and in three of the nine samples of dog's red cells (spherical) in which no changes in marginal transmittance could be detected, the difference (ZF -ZS) was estimated to be 024a, only just detectably different from 0.
The width of the, marginal sheath deficient in red cells. When the shearing stress is small (during 'slow' flow) and the possibility of axial movement of the cells can be neglected, the width of the marginal sheath will be determined by the 'wall effect'-the consequence of the fact that no cell can have its centre less than a radius-length from the wall (assuming the cells to be rigid). According to the calculations of Thomas (1962) , based on the observations of Maude & Whitmore (1956) and of ligginbotham, Ollver & Ward (1958) on suspensions of rigid particles, the equivalent particle-free marginal sheath should have a width 0 7 times the radius of the particles. When spherical, human red cells have a radius of 2'75,t and dog's cells have a radius of 2 5,t (as deduced from the volumes of the red cells given by Ponder, 1948) ; we should thus expect the values of zs to be about 1 9 and 1-7,t, respectively. The figures deduced from the viscosity measurements are all smaller than the expected values, as also are those deduced from the optical measurements when zs is appreciably smaller than ZF (samples 2, 3, 4a, 5a and 6a in Table 1 ): in these samples there is, on the whole, reasonable agreement between the figures deduced from the two kinds of measurement. In ox blood, however, the minimum value of z, deduced from the viscosity measurements of Kumin (1949) when the shearing stress is very small, have been found to agree adequately with the values to be expected from the wall effect (Thomas, 1962) .
When the shearing stress is large (during 'fast' flow), there is again no consistent or very marked difference between the figures deduced from the optical measurements and those deduced from the viscosity measurements. They are very much the same (average 1 8,u) as those deduced from themeasurements of Fahraeus & Lindqvist (1931) on the viscosity of 2-2 19 human blood, but are somewhat smaller than those deduced by Thomas (1962) from the measurements of Kumin (1949) on the viscosity of ox blood (about 2-5#t in tubes of similar size and at about the same value of the shearing stress).
The question whether the marginal increase in optical transmittance with increase in rate of flow is due to a movement of red cells towards the axis of the tube, or to an orientation of anisometric cells can be given no clear-cut answer. At first sight one might conclude from the optical measurements that there is no axial movement of dog's cells, since the effect is shown only when the cells are disk-shaped; the viscosity measurements, however, do not support this. Both kinds of measurement, on the other hand, suggest that there must be axial movement of human cells. According to Goldsmith & Mason (1962) , the particles in a sheared suspension will have an axial movement only if they are deformable (liquid drops, for example); rigid particles will have no axial movement. Thus if human cells are less rigid than dog's cells, they might be expected to move towards the axis of the tube when the suspension is sheared, even though dog's cells do not. But if human cells are deformable, they may become distorted and anisometric when subjected to shearing stresses; it is not so certain, therefore, that the optical measurements show that they must have an axial movement. There is no direct evidence on the relative rigidity of dog's cells and human cells.
It is not to be expected that the 'equivalent' widths of the marginal sheath as deduced from the optical and the viscosity measurements will necessarily be the same. They will be, of course, if there is a sharp boundary between the core of suspension and a strictly cell-free sheath, so that the 'equivalent cell-free sheath' is identical with the actual sheath. But in the more probable condition of a gradual reduction in cell concentration between the core and the wall of the tube, they will be the same only if: (a) the cell suspension obeys Beer's law, the optical density per unit pathlength being proportional to the cell concentration; and (b), as Maude & Whitmore (1958) have pointed out, if the reciprocal viscosity of the suspension falls linearly with increase in the cell concentration-i.e. if l/yc0 = (1 -K .c). If this linear relation is not obeyed, moreover, it is to be expected that the minimum width of the marginal sheath, as deduced from viscosity measurements when the shearing stress is very small, will be smaller than that expected from the wall effect.
Whether Beer's law is obeyed in suspensions of red cells when the depth of the suspension is only a few cell diameters is not known. Wever (1954) found that when a layer 1 mm thick was viewed, the specific extinction coefficient (optical density divided by cell concentration) increased by a factor of about 2-5 when the cell concentration was reduced from 0'5 to 20 L. E. BA YLISS BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES 0 1. As with Lambert's law, however, when the loss of light results from scattering by only a few cells, it is possible that Beer's law might be more nearly obeyed.
When the shearing stress is large, the linear relation between reciprocal viscosity and cell concentration is known to fail if the cell concentration is greater than 0 3. All the suspensions used had cell concentrations equal to or greater than 0 3, and a few measurements have indicated that the departure from linearity in the suspensions used became greater as the shearing stress was made smaller. This probably accounts for the fact that the estimates of zs were smaller than those expected from the 'ideal' wall effect. If the departure from linearity becomes negligible when the shearing stress is very large, one would expect the estimates of ZF to approximate to the value expected from the wall effect. Actually, they were somewhat larger, suggesting that there was probably some axial movement of the cells. It is not obvious, moreover, that an increased linearity in the relation between reciprocal viscosity and cell concentration could account for the results of the optical measurements.
Suppose that the boundary between sheath and core becomes sharper as the applied shearing stress is increased, either by orientation of anisometric cells or by axial movement of the outermost cells. In the extreme case there would be a discontinuity between the core and a cellfree sheath when the shearing stress is large and a gradual transition when the shearing stress is small, the cell concentration falling progressively in the region occupied by the sheath. The equivalent cell-free slippage sheath, as derived from viscosity measurements, would become narrower as the shearing stress is reduced, as already pointed out. But if Beer's law is obeyed, there would be little or no effect on the amount of light lost by scattering and absorption from a pencil which passed through both core and sheath (as observed with suspensions of dog's spherical cells): if Beer's law is not obeyed, in the manner observed by Wever (1954) , the optical transmittance would become smaller as the shearing stress was reduced (as observed with suspensions of human cells and of dog's disk-shaped cells). In the present state of knowledge, however, this is no more than an ad hoc hypothesis.
There is a possibility that when the suspension is flowing very slowly, some of the red cells at any moment are in such close contact with the glass wall of the tube that locally the critical angle is reduced and the intens ity of illumination increased. The optical measurements would then over-estimate the width of the marginal sheath. This might account for the anomalous behaviour of suspensions of dog's spherical cells, but there is a little evidence that it is probably not of great importance. The intensity of illumination of the lumen of the tube depends on 21 the critical angle at the glass-fluid interface, and thus on the refractive index of the fluid, only within a certain distance of the wall: this distance becomes smaller as the radius of the tube becomes smaller. The width of the equivalent cell-free sheath, however, was not significantly smaller in the 14,t tube than in the 39,u tube. The refractive index effect might, perhaps, account in part for the fact that the cell-free sheath appeared to be wider in the 78/tt tube than in the 39,u tube. But there is the difficulty that the difference was even greater when the flow was 'fast' than when it was 'slow'. SUMMARY 1. Further observations have been made on the increase in optical transmittance which occurs in layers close to the wall when suspensions of red blood cells are made to flow rapidly through capillary tubes.
2. Suspensions of human cells and of dog's cells in isotonic sodium chloride solutions, in plasma (made incoagulable with citrate) and in serum, with concentrations between 0 30 and 0 45, were used: observations were made in two tubes with radii 78 and 39jt, respectively.
3. The magnitude of the effect is the same when the tube is observed at 130 radii from the entry end as it is when observed at 1500 radii from the entry end. 4. When human cells are used, the effect is not significantly different whether the cells are disk-shaped, or have become spherical under the action of lecithin or by storing the blood in a refrigerator for 2-4 weeks. When dog's cells are used, the effect is present only when the cells are disk-shaped and vanishes, or is barely detectable, when they have become spherical.
5. When the applied shearing stress was large (about 100 dyn/cm2 at the wall) the width of the equivalent cell-free marginal sheath, as deduced from the measurements of optical transmittance, was sensibly the same in all the suspensions, between 1 and 2/t in the 39,u tube and between 2-5 and 4/tt in the 78,t tube. When the applied shearing stress was made very small (about 1 dyn/cm2), the width of the marginal sheath became smaller when human cells (disks and spheres) and dog's disk-shaped cells were used, on the average by 0 5,t in the 39, tube and by 0'8,et in the 78,u tube: therewas no significant change in either tubewhen dog's spherical cells were used. 6. Independent estimates were made of the width of the equivalent marginal sheath from measurements of the apparent viscosity, at a given value of the shearing stress, in two tubes with radii 39 and 480,t, respectively. With all kinds of suspension (including those of dog's spherical cells) the width of the marginal sheath decreased with decrease in the 22 L. E. BA YLISS BLOOD FLOW IN CAPILLARY TUBES shearing stress, from about 21t at about 100 dyn/cm2 to about lt at about 1 dyn/cm2. The values derived from the viscosity measurements agreed reasonably well with those derived from the optical measurements, except in those suspensions which showed no change in optical transmittance with change in rate of flow. In these, when the shearing stress was very small, the values derived from viscosity measurements were on the whole smaller than those derived from optical measurements. No definite conclusion could be reached as to whether the red cells move towards the axis of the tube when the suspension is sheared. APPENDIX Calculation of the relation between the true position of a point on a diameter of the capillary tube and its apparent position on the photographic plate, and of the path-lengths of rays of light within the lumen of the tube.
The following quantities are assumed to be known: a, the internal radius of the tube; ao, the external radius of the tube; 1A., the refractive index of water (1.33); /tg, the refractive index of the glass wall of the tube (taken to be 1-52); It,,, the refractive index of the fluid within the lumen of the tube (1-33 for isotonic salt solution, 1-34 for plasma, 1-36 for haemolysed blood). Consider a ray of light such as that marked PBCM in Fig. 2A , which passes through a diameter of the tube perpendicular to the optic axis of the microscope at point P, distant r from 0, the centre of the tube. Let the angle of incidence of this ray at the inner boundary of the glass wall be f6 (Fig. 2B ) and the angle of refraction be y. At the outer boundary of the glass wall, where the ray enters the immersion water, let the angle of incidence be 6 and the angle of refraction be e. Let the ray within the lumen of the tube (PB) be inclined to the optic axis by an angle 0, the ray within the glass wall (BC) by an angle 5i, and the ray within the immersion water (CM) by an angle V'. Extrapolation of CM back to the diameter of the tube defines the point R, the apparent position of P, distant r' from the centre of the tube.
We take an arbitrary value of Vr (in practice 00, + 90 or -90) and an arbitrary value of r'/a (say 0 90, for example).
Then, from the triangle OCR, we have sin e = (r'/ao) cos k.
(1) For the refraction at the glass-water interface, we have sin 6 = (,wf/1jzg) sin e.
(2) From the triangle OCB, we have sin y = (ao/a) sin .
( 3) For the refraction at the interface between the glass and the solution in the lumen of the tube, we have sin,8 = (Lgf/s,) sin 7.
(4)
From the triangle OAP, we have r/a = sin 8/cos 0. 
We thus find ,G and r/a for the selected values of if and r'/a. The computation is then repeated for other values of ifr and r'/a as may be necessary. By trial, or graphical extrapolation, we can find the value of r'/a which corresponds to r/a = 1.00. 23 24 L. E. BAYLISS Values of cos ,8, with if = 0 and Y = + 90 were plotted against r'/a: the two lines were sufficiently close together for it to be possible to draw a mean line between them with reasonable confidence. (This line was drawn closer to that for the central ray (y = 00) than to that for the peripheral rays (i/c = ± 90), the former being given about twice the weight of the latter; the value of cos fi for the peripheral rays in the plane perpendicular to Fig. 2 is only 1-2 % greater than that for the central rays.) The average path-length within the tube was then calculated as b = 2a cos 8. With the tube immersed in water, and observed with a water immersion objective, the average path-length, b, is within 2 % of the 'ideal' pathlength when r/a is less than 0-8.
Suppose, now, that the suspension within the tube is divided into an axial 'core' and a marginal 'sheath' devoid of red cells. The optical transmittance of the fluid at any given distance from the wall of the tube will be determined by the average path-length of thc rays of light within the core. This is given by: bco = 2 aV[(1-z/a)2-sin2f/], z being the width of the cell-free sheath. The average value of sin2/? for each selected value of r'/a was estimated in the same way as was that of cos ,8. The cell concentration in the core, cco, however, will be greater than that of the suspension in bulk, before it enters the tube, by an amount which depends on the ratio z/a (= 1-y) and the apparent viscosity of the suspension (fl*(Ta)) in the particular conditions of shearing stress and radius of tube considered. As can easily be shown (see, for example, Taylor, 1955; Thomas, 1962) CO/cCO = 1-(1-72)2. q*(T0a). The value Of 'q*(7a) was measured on each sample of blood, or suspension of cells used: but for the purpose of computing ko representative values for 'fast' flows (T 3 50 dyn/Cm2) and for 'slow' flows (T. 1 dyn/cm2) were used. This correction did not exceed 3 % and it was considered justifiable to increase the optical density of the core by the ratio c,o/c,. Values of b and bco were computed for selected values of d (distance of any given point on the photographic plate from the apparent position of the wall of the tube) both for 'fast' flows and for 'slow' flows in each of the tubes used, assuming z to be 1-0, 1-5, 2-0, 3 0 and 4 0 It.
